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PREFACE

This Working Note documents Rand research under Contract

N00014—78—C—0039 with the Office of Naval Research. The objective

was to construct and model a theory of human planning and control

behavior.
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ABSTRACT

We propose a model of the planning process. Planning is

the predetermination of a course of action aimed at achieving a

goal.  The model assumes that p lanning comprises the activities

of a variety of cognitive “specialists .” Each specialist can

suggest certain kinds of decisions for incorporation into the

plan in progress. These include decisions about : (a)  how to

approach the planning problem; (b) what knowled ge bears on the

problem; (c) what kinds of actions to try to plan; (d) what

speci f ic  actions to plan;  and (e) how to allocate cognitive

resources during planning . Within each of these categories ,

different specialists suggest decisions at different levels of

abst rac t ion . The activities of the various specialists are not

coordinated in any systematic way. Instead , the specialists

operate opportunistically, suggesting decisions whenever

promising opportunities arise. We present a detailed account of

the model and illustrate its assumptions with a “thinking aloud”

protocol . We also contrast the model with earlier wodels of

planning and discuss imp lications for  future research.
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Planning is a familiar cognitive activity . We all have

many opportunities to decide how we will behave in future

situations . For example , we plan how to get to work in the

morning , where and with whom to eat lunch, and how to spend our

evenings . We also make longer-term plans , such as what to do on

our vacations , how to celebrate Christmas , and what career path

to follow . Thus, planning influences many activities , from the

most mundane to the most consequential , in everyday life .

We define planning as the predetermination of a course of

action aimed at achieving a goal. It is the first stage of a

two-stage problem-solving process. The second stage entails

monitoring and guiding the execution of the plan to a successful

conclusion. We refer to these two stages as planning and

control. This paper focuses on the planning stage of the

planning and control process. We have two main objectives: to

characterize the planning process and to propose a theoretical

account of it.

The planning process consists of a series of decisions

regarding what to do and how to do it. Most decisions concern

only limited aspects of the planned activities . They vary widely

in the types of concerns they address and in the types of

knowledge they exploit. Nonetheless , the decisions are not

independent , but influence one another in important ways . An

observation or decision regarding one aspect of the plan may

influence a variety of subsequent decisions regarding other

aspects of the plan. Thus, planning is largely an

“(ipportunistic ” process. The planner ’s initial observations

— - — ~-- ~~.-.-
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stimulate preliminary decisions . These, in turn , inspire

subsequent observations and decisions , and the process repeats

until an acceptable , comprehensive plan emerges .

The familiar task of designing an experiment illustrates

our characterization of the planning process. The scientist must

make a variety of decisions . He must define a goal , such as to

test a specific hypothesis or to collect exploratory data .

Keeping this goal in mind , he must choose or define independent

and dependent var iables, determine how many observations to make,

create or select experimental materials , specify the experimental

procedure , choose an appropriate laboratory apparatus , and adopt

a model for statistical inference.

Obviously , many different kinds of knowledge influence

these decisions . For example, the experimenter’s knowledge of

and hypotheses about the domain influence his choice of

experimental goals. His long-term scientific goals , perhaps

including a desire to understand an entire class of related

phenomena , may also influence his choice of experimental goals.

The scientist also presumably has task-specific procedural

knowledge for designing experiments , collecting and analyzing

data , drawing inferences from data , and so forth .

Although the scientist ’s decisions apparently concern

different aspects of experimental design and reflect

qualitatively different kinds of knowledge , they influence one

another in important ways. For example , selecting a part icular

statistical design may subsequently constrain the scientist ’s

_______ - - -~~,- ~~~— ~~ - --
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choice of sample size. Similarly, the curr en t ava ilabi l i ty  of a

particular laboratory apparatus may influence the choice of

independent and dependent variables. This may , in turn ,

influence the choice of the experimental goal.

In the following sections , we explore the planning

process in more detail. In the first section , we characterize the

planning problem and some of the complications that may arise

during planning . In the second section, we characterize our

theoretical approach and discuss an illustrative “thinking aloud”

protocol of the planning process. In the third section , we

present a model of planning . In the fourth section , we apply the

proposed model to the thinking aloud protocol. In the fifth

section , we compare the proposed model to previous models of

planning . In the final section , we summarize our conclusions and

liscuss promising directions for future research .

THE PLANNING PROBLEM

Like other kinds of problem-solving (Cf., Newell & Simon,

1972), planning consists of a series of decisions made by a

planner. The planner works with the following problem

components: (a) an environment in which planning occurs ; (b) a

set of initial conditions , perhaps including some which suggest

the need for a plan; (c) a set of possible actions which he can

incorporate into a plan; and (d) a goal that he presumably can

achieve by formulating and executing an appropriate plan. The

planning problem , however, frequently entails a number of

additional complications , as discussed below .
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Problem components 
~~
y not be fully specified for the

executive. The planner may need to detect unsatisfactory or

provocative initial conditions and , thus , infer the need for a

plan. Similarly , the planner may need to discover alternative

feasible actions and their likely effects. Fina1ly, the planner

may need to decide upon and define the goal. Designing an

experiment illustrates planning with incomp letely specified

problem components . Scientists frequently examine recent

empirical and theoretical findings to decide what issues merit

further investigation. They also frequently develop new methods

or paradigms for addressing the questions they formulate .

Finally, scientists characteristically formulate both immediate

and long-term goals for their research .

Problem components ~~y be uncertain. It may not be

possible for the planner to evaluate all environmental or initial

conditions. It may not be possible to discover all possible

actions or to determine the effects - of particular actions .

Preparing a study plan illustrates planning with uncertain

problem components. Students rarely have advance knowledge of

examination questions or acceptable responses. They also have

limited knowledge of alternative study behaviors and their

relative effects.

Problem components ~~y ~~~~ 
Initial conditions ,

environmental conditions , possible actions , the effects of

particular actions , and even goals may change . Further , changes

in problem components may occur at any time : during planning ,

between planning and execution , or during execution of the plan.

- - - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~ — .-~~~ .- - — - - - ----- ----—---—~~~~~ 
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Planning Social Security legislation illustrates planning with

changeable problem components. While the original Social

Security legislation embodied a reasonable programmatic approach

to the goal of economic security, a number of unanticipated

changes in the environment (e.g., dramatic increases in

population and persistent inflation) undermined its

effectiveness.

Because plans must be formulated in advance of execution ,

the planner does not have an opportun~~y to validate the presumed

efficacy of particular components of the 
~~~~ 

Thus, the planner

must formulate a complete plan (at some arbitrary level of

detail) before he can evaluate its underlying assumptions or the

efficacy of plan components. For example , a busy homemaker may

assign dinner preparation to an adolescent child before leaving

the house to perform necessary errands . Thus, the success of the

homemaker ’s overall plan depends upon the child’s success in

preparing dinner (among other things).

Planning 
~~
y involve extensive parallelism 

~ 4
coordination among intended actions. Only a limited class of

problems can be solved by execution of a simple sequence of

planned actions. Solutions to many problems require the

coordination of multiple , simultaneous actions . Many problems

also require that execution of particular actions be made

contingent upon outcomes of other planned actions . Choreography

illustrates the importance of parallelism and coordination in

planning . When choreographing a dance for several dancers, the

choreographer cannot simp ly plan movements for each of the

— - —- — ---—--- -~~~- 
. —.— - -  ~~~~ --- --- - - - ----- — - - -- .—.
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individual dancers . He frequently must plan the movements and

gestures of several dancers to occur simultaneousl y or in

particular variable sequences. Occasionally, he must coordinate

their movements in more complex ways , as when a male dancer must

lift or carry a ballerina .

Planning m~y have to be heuristic rather than

algorithmic. It may not be possible to devise a plan whose

execution guarantees achievement of the intended goal. Instead ,

the planner may need to devise a plan whose execution will

probably achieve the goal or whose execution will approximate

achievement of the goal. In such cases , the planner may need to

formulate and comparatively evaluate several alternative plans .

Strategic planning illustrates heuristic planning. Military

conflict might erupt in the context of any of several widely

differing scenarios . Further , the details of each such scenario

are uncertain. Thus, rather than developing plans that guarantee

deterrence of all potential threats , military strategists must

develop plans that appear robust over some critical subset of the

possible scenarios .

As characterized above , planning is considerably more

complex than most of the cognitive functions studied by

psychologists and computer scientists. Researchers have

frequently ignored complex cognitive functions in favor of

simpler , more tractable ones. Analyses of simpler functions

presumably serve as “building blocks” in theories of more complex

behavior. Although we respect the logic of this position , we

follow Newell’ s (1973) suggestion that scientific progress on

- ---~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 
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complex cogni t ive processes requir es “ focus ing  a series of

experimental and theoretical studies around a single complex

task” (p. 303). Planning is well-suited to the approach

suggested by Newell. In addition , recent theoretical advances in

artificial intelli gence (discussed below) make complex functions

such as planning more amenable to investigation than they have

been in the past.

THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

Our f i r s t  assumption is that people p lan

oppor tunis t ica l ly. That is , the p lanner does not t -ake a

systematic approach to fo rmula t ing  a p lan. Instead , at each

point in time , he works on whatever par t  of the plan appears most

amenable to further development.

Two dimensions characterize the parts of a plan in

progress: time and abstraction . The temporal dimension of a

plan is obvious . A plan specifies a set of intended actions to

be executed in some temporal configuration. In formulating a

plan , the planner can work on sub-p lans for initial actions ,

intermediate actions , or concluding actions . Note that a planner

can treat the time dimension in absolute or relative terms . Thus ,

he can plan to perform a particular action at a specific time , or

he can plan to perform it at an unspecified time relative to

(e.g., before or after) some other action . The planner can also

plan to perform actions at ill-defined times such as “at the end

of the day.”
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The abstraction dimension distinguishes varying degrees

of detail the planner includes in his consideration of the plan

in progress. For example , he can formulate a very abstract plan ,

deciding only on a general approach to the problem at hand . At

the other extreme , the planner can formulate a very detailed

plan , deciding on all of the specific actions to be performed .

(The abstraction dimension is ordina l or nominal , rather thaii

continuous.)

We refer to the space of possible decisions bounded by

time and abstraction dimensions as the “planning space .”

The assumption that people plan opportunistically implies

that the decisions they make can occur at non-adjacent points in

the planning space . Further , a decision at one point in the

planning space can influence subsequent de isions at other points

in the planning space. Thus, a decision at a given level of

abstraction specifying action to be taken at a given point in

time may precede and influence decisions at either higher or

lower levels of abstraction specifying actions to be taken at

either earlier or later points in time.

The thinking aloud protocol in Figure 1 illustrates our

characterization of the planning process. It was produced by a

college graduate while planning a hypothetical day ’s errand s . We

have collected a total of thirty protocols from five different

subjects performing six different versions of the errand-planning

task. The protocol shown in Figure 1 is representative of this

set. We chose it because it illustrates several of our points

________________ — —.~~-
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nicely.

The subject began with the following problem description :

You have just finished working out at the health club .

It is 11:00 and you can plan the rest of your day as you

like. However , you must pick up your car from the Maple

Street parking garage by 5:30 and then head home. You ’d

also like to see a movie today , if possible. Show times

at both movie theaters are 1:00 , 3:00, and 5:00. Both

movies are on your “must see” list, but go to whichever

one most conveniently fits into your plan. Your other

errands are as follows :

> pick up medicine for your dog at the vet;

> buy a fan belt for your re f r igerator at

the appliance store ;

> check out two of the three luxury apartments;

> meet a friend for lunch at one of the

restaurants;

> buy a toy for your dog at the pet store ;

> pick up your watch at the watch repair;

> special order a book at the bookstore ;

> buy fresh vegetables at the grocery ;

> buy a gardening magazine at the newsstand ;

> go to the florist to send flowers to a friend

in the hospital

Note that the problem description specifies more errands than the

subject could reasonably expect to accomplish in the time

______________________ __________
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available. The subject ’s task was to formulate a realistic plan

indicating which errands he would do , when he would do them , and

how he would travel among them.

Figure 2 shows the hypothetical town in which the subject

planned his errands . Each of the pictures on the map symbolizes

a particular store or other destination . The subject was quite

familiar with both the symbology and the layout of the town . In

addition , the map was available during planning.

We have numbered small sections of the protocol in Figure

1 to facilitate the discussion . Also for convenience , we refer

to specific errands by the names of the associated stores or

other destinations.

• - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - . - - - — . -~w——. — --—-
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Let ’s go back down the errand list. Pick up
medicine for the dog at veterina ry supplies .
That ’s definitely a primary , anything taking care
of health . Fan belt for refrigerator.
Definitely a primary because you need to keep the
refrigerator. Checking out two out of three
luxury apartments. It’s got to be a secondary ,
another browser. Meet the friend at one of the
restaurants for lunch. All right. Now . That’s
going to be able to be varied I hope . That’s a
primary though because it is an appointment,
something you have to do. Buy a toy for the dog
at the pet store . If you pass it, sure . If not,
the dog can play with something else. Movie in
one of the movie theaters. Better write that
down , those movie times, 1, 3, or 5. Write that
down on my sheet just to remember. And that ’s a
primary because it ’s something I have to do.
Pick up the watch at the watch repair. That’s
one of those borderline ones. Do you need your
watch or not? Give it a primary . Special order
a book at the bookstore .

2 We ’re having an awful lot of primaries in this
one . It’s going to be a busy day .

3 Fresh vegetables at the grocery . That ’s another
primary. You need the food . Gardening magazine
at the newsstand . Definitely secondary . All the
many obligations of life.

4 Geez, can you believe all these primaries?

S All right . We are now at the health club .

6 What is going to be the closest one?

7 The applicance store is a few blocks away . The
medicine for the dog at the vet’s office isn’t
too far away . Movie theaters--let’s hold off on
that for a little while. Pick up the watch.
That’s all the way across town. Special order a
book at the bookstore . -

8 Probably it would be best if we headed in a
southeasterly direction . Start heading this way .
I can see later on there are a million things I

4 
. want to do in that part of town.

9 No we ’re not. We could end up with a movie just
before we get the car. I had thought at f irst
that I might head in a southeasterly direction
because there ’s a grocery store, a watch repair ,
a movie theater all in that general area. Also a
luxury apartment . However, near my parking lot

(Figure 1)

_____________________ ____.— - -,.--—- 
~~~~~~~~~
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also is a movie , which would make it convenient
to get out of the movie and go to the car. But I
think we can still end up that way .

10 All right . Apparently the closest one to the
health club is going to be the vet ’s shop . So I
might as well get that out of the way. It ’ s a
primary and it’s the closest . We ’ll start...

[The experimenter mentions that he has overlooked
the nearby restaurant and flower shop~

11 Oh, how foolish of me. You ’re right . .1 can
still do that and still head in the genera l
direction.

12 But, then again , that puts a whole new light on
things. We do have a bookstore. We do
have.. .0K. Break up town into sections . We ’ll
call it northwest and we’ll call it southeast.
See how many primaries are in that section . Down
here we have, in the southeast section , we have
the grocery store, the watch repair and the movie
theater. In the northwest we have the grocery
store , the bookstore , the flower shop, the vet’s
shop, and the restaurant .

13 And since we are leaving at 11:00, we might be
able to get those chores done so that some time
when I’m in the area , hit that restaurant. Let’s
try for that. Get as many of those out of the
way as possible. We really could have a nice day
here.

14 O~~. First choose number one . At 11:00 we leave
the health club . Easily , no doubt about it, we
can be right across the street in 5 minutes
to the flower shop . Here we go. Flower shop at
11:05 . Let’s give ourselves 10 minutes to browse
through some bouquets and different floral
ar rangements . You know, you want to take care in
sending the right type of flowers . That’s
something to deal with personal relationships.

15 At 11:10 we go north on Belmont Avenue to the
Chestnut Street intersection with Belmont and on
the northwest corner is a grocery.

16 Oh , real bad. Don’t want to buy the groceries now
because groceries rot. You’re going to be taking
them with you all day long. Going to have to put
the groceries way towards the end .

17 And that could change it again. This is not one
of my days. I have those every now and again.

(Figure 1)

- - s  - -
~ 
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Let’s go with our original plan. Head to the
southeast corner.

18 Still leaving the flower shop at 11:10. And we
are going to go to the vet ’s shop next fo r
medicine for the dog. We’ll be there at 11:15 ,
be out by 11:20. The vet ’s shop .

19 Proceeding down Oak Street. I think it would be ,
let’s give ourselves a little short-cut .

20 Maybe we ’ll knock off a secondary task too.

21 Proceed down Oak Street to Belmont . Belmont south
to the card and gift shop, or rather , to the
department store . Cut through the department
store to Johnson Street to the newsstand . Pick
up our gardening magazine at the newsstand .

22 We ’re heading this way. We’re going to make a
defini te  southeast arrow .

23 Third item will be the newsstand since we are
heading in that direction. Often I like to do
that .  I know buying a gardening magazine is
hardl y a primary thing to do , but since I’ m
heading that way, it’s only going to take a
second . Let’s do it. Get it out of the way.
Sometimes you ’ll find at the end of the day
you ’ve done all your primary stuff, but you still
have all those little nuisance secondary items
that you wish you would have gotten done. So,
11:20 we left the vet’s office. We should arrive
11:25 at the newsstand . 11:30 we ’ve left the
newsstand .

24 Now let’s start over here. We ’re going to be in
trouble a little bit because of that appliance
store hanging way up north. So we could;
app liance store is a primary . It ’ s got to be
done .

25 All right , let ’s do this. This could work out.
Market Square , we leave the Market Square exit of
the newsstand up to Washington , arrive at the pet
store , buy a toy for the dog at the pet store .
We ’re there at 11:35 , out at 11:40. Pretty good .
11:40. Proceeding east just slightly , up north
Dunbar Street to the appliance store , we arr ive
there at 11:45, and we leave there, fan belt ,
leave at 11:50.

26 We ’re looking good . We ’ve knocked off a couple
of secondaries that really we hadn ’t planned on,
but because of the locations of some stores they

(Figure 1)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - —-~~~~~~-—-- --- - --
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are in the way that could be convenient.

27 Now it’s 11:50, right near noontime .

28 And I think one of the next things to do ,
checking our primaries , what we have left to do,
would be to go to the restaurant . And we can be
at the restaurant at 5 minutes to noon . We ’re
going to go down Dunbar Street , south on Dunbar
Street to Washington east , to the restaurant
which is located on the very eastern edge of the
map . Meeting our friend there for  lunch at 11:55 ,
allowing a nice leisurely lunch . No , oh yeah. An
hour , 12:55.

29 Now we ’ve got to start being concerned about a
few other things. We can pick up the car from
the Maple Street garage by 5:30 .

30 It’s 12:55, done with lunch . Primary left to do ,
see a movie , pick up a watch, special order a
book , and get fresh vegetables.

31 1 would like to plan it so I can see the movie ,
pick up the vegetables, pick up my car , and then
go home. Vegetables would rot.

32 So then with what we have left now to do is
special. order a book at a bookstore and pick up
the watch at the watch repair.

33 So, I think we can make this a very nice trip.
We’re at the restaurant on Washington Avenue .
Let’s proceed west one block to Madison , south to
Cedar Street. Cedar Street west right there at
the intersection of Cedar and Madison is the
watch repair. Pick up the watch at the watch
repair. We should be at the watch repair by 1:05.
Give us a good 10 minutes. 1:05 at the watch
repair. Pick up a watch. We ’re out of there by
1: 10 .

34 Now I’m going to go just a slight back down
Madison to one of the luxury apartments . I arrive
at one of the luxury apartments at 1:15. I allow
myself 15 minutes to browse. Two bathroom
apartment. 1:30. Now I’m leaving that.

35 Next, I’m going to go west on Lakeshore , north on
Dunbar, west on Cedar to the bookstore . And I
will arrive at the bookstore at 1:35. Special
order my book , 1:40.

36 From the bookstore I can go west on Cedar Street

(Figure 1)

—- — -s .  ::~~~~— — - -
~~~~ -- -- -- — .-- ------——-
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just a hair , down Kingsway , to a second luxury
apartment. Find out what ’s happening at that
luxury apartment . And I’m there at 1:45,
allowing myself another 15 minutes there, 2:00
we ’re out.

37 We ’ve taken care of checking out 2 out of 3
luxury apartments. We ordered our book.

38 Now we do have a problem. It’s 2:00 and all we
have left to do is see a movie and get the
vegetables . And that’s where I think I’ve blown
this plan. I’ve got an hour left there before the
movie.

39 So the best way to eliminate as much time as
possible since we are now located at the Cedar
Lakeshore apartments. That’s not going to be...

40 If I go get the groceries now , it ’s not really
going to be consistent with the plans throughout
the day because I’ve been holding off on the
groceries for rotting . If I take them to a
movie. . .Vegetables don ’t really perish like ice
cream .

41 We leave the luxury apartment on Lakeshore ,
proceed due east to Dunbar, and we’re at the
grocery store at 2:05. 2:05 at the grocery store .
Hunt around for fresh vegetables , and we can give
ourselves 20 minutes there. So we leave there at
2:25.

42 We leave there and we proceed up Dunbar , north to
Cedar , Cedar west to the movie theater.

43 We probably arrive at the movie theater at 2:35.
2:35 we arrive at the movie theater which still
gives us 25 minutes to kill before the next
showing . But that ’s that. We ’re going to have to
simply do it. I’m going to have to go with it
for right now.

44 The plan seems to have worked well enough up
until then. We made better time than we had
thought. That happens in life sometimes. How
did I get here so fast?

45 2:25. We catch the 3:00 showing . We leave there
at 5:00. Proceed immediately down Johnson, up
Belmont to the parking structure , and we ’re there
at 5:05 at the parking structure . We had to pick
it up by 5:30.

46 Got everything done , the only problem being having

(Figure 1)

___________________ — _• _. 
- -_————-- - —-- - - - -— - - - -—  - 
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a little bit of time to kill in that one period .

47 You could have stretched out , to make things fair ,
you could have said , well , okay, I’ll give myself
an hour and 15 minutes at lunch, but as I did plan
it, I did come up 30 minutes over. 25 minutes
there. And that’s a little bit of , when that
happens you feel bad. You remember the old Ben
Franklin saying about don ’t k ill time because it ’s
time that kills us. And I hate to have time to
waste. I’ve got to have things work very nicely.

Figure 1. Thinking Aloud Protocol from the Errand-Planning Task

______ _______ — --———~~~~~~~~~~~~
. ..
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In sections 1-4, the subject defines his goa l and

characterizes his task. Thus , in I and 3, he uses world

knowledge to categorize the errands on his list as either primary

errands , which he feels he must do , or secondary errands . In 2

and 4, he infe rs that , given the time constraints , his goal will

be difficult to achieve .

In sections 5-7 , the subject begins planning how to go

about doing his errands. Notice that he begins planning at a

fairly detailed level of abstraction. He has made only one kind

of prior high-level decision--defining his goal. He has not

considered what might be an efficient way to organize his plan.

He has not made any effort to group his errands. He does not

take his final location into consideration . Instead he

immediately beg ins sequencing Individual  errands , working forward

in time from his initial location . Thus, he ascertains his

initial location, the health club , indicates that he wants to

sequence the closest errand next , and begins locating the primary

errands on his list, looking for the closest one .

In section 8, the subject changes his level of

abstraction . In the course of looking for the closest errand to

his current location , he apparently discovers a cluster of

errands in the southeast corner of town . This observation leads

him to make a decision at a “higher” or more abstract level than

he had previously. Thus, he decides to treat the errands in the

southeast corner as a cluster. lie plans to go to the southeast

corner and do those errands at about the same time .

-
~~~~ —- — —~~~~~ ——-..—-.—-~~~~~~~ -—-~—---_ --— _.-~~~—~~~ *.——~~..- 
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In section 9, the subject modifies his high-level

cluster. He discovers that one of the errands in the cluster ,

the movie , can also be done on the west side of town , near his

final destination , the Maple Street parking structure . He

changes back to the more detailed level of abstraction. Planning

backward in time from his final location , he decides to end his

day by going to the movie and then picking up his car. In so

doing , he removes the movie from the high-level cluster.

In section 10, the subjec t begins to instantiate his

high-level plan to go to the southeast corner at the lower ,

errand-sequencing level. Again , he is looking for the closest

errand on his way, and he chooses the vet.

At that point , the experimenter interrupts to point out

to the subject that he has overlooked several closer errands .

In sections Ii and 12, the subject incorporates the new

information into his planning. His first reaction, in 11 , is to

continue working at the errand-sequencing level , simply

considering the newly identified errands among those he might do

next. However , additional observation at this level leads him to

make a decision at the more abstract level. Again , he decides to

treat a group of errands , those in the northwest corner of town ,

as a cluster. This leads him to revise his high-level plan to

include two clusters of errands , the northwest cluster and the

southeast cluster.

In section 13 , the subject begins instantiating his new

high-leve l plan. He notes the initial time , 11:00, and the 

5. 
- ——--. - _____________
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presence of a restaurant , another errand in the northwest

cluster. These observations lead him to formulate an

intermediate level plan regarding how to sequence errands within

the northwest cluster. He decides to sequence the errands in

that cluster to permit him to arrive at the restaurant in time

for lunch .

In sections 14-15 , the subject works on instantiating his

revised high-level plan at a very detailed level of abstraction.

Here, he not only sequences individual errands (the florist and

the grocery), he specifies the exact routes he will take among

them. In addition , the subject mentally simulates execution of

h is plan in progress , estimating how long each errand should take

and computing the “current” time at each stage of the plan.

In section 16, the subject ’s mental simulation suggests

the inference that his groceries will perish if he picks them up

early in the day . This leads him to revise his low-level plan ,

assigning the grocery a sequential position at the end of the

plan.

In section 17 , the subject decides to abandon his two-

cluster high-level plan in favor of his original high-level plan

including only the southeast cluster. Presumably he decided

that, without the grocery , there were not enough errands in the

northwest cluster to occupy him until lunch.

In section 18, the subject begins instantiating his

origina l high-level plan at a more detailed level. Again , he

sequences individua l errands (the florist and the vet) and
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specifies exact routes among them , mentally simulating execution

of his plan as he formulates it.

In sections 19-23 , the subject continues working at the

lowest level of abstraction. He works on planning his route from

the sequenced errands to the southeast corner , mentally

simulating execution of his plan in the process. In so doing, he

notices a “short-cut” through the card and gift shop and

incorporates it into his plan , later replacing it with one

through the department store . He then notices that taking the

short-cut will put him very near the newsstand . Although the

newsstand is a secondary errand , he decides to incorporate it in

his plan because it is so convenient . Thus, a decision at the

lowest level of abstraction leads him to make a decision at the

next higher level. Note also that this decision implies addition

of the newsstand to the subject ’s definition of his goal.

In sections 24-26, the subject continues working at a low

level of abstraction . He notices that his high-level plan does

not include any provision for the appliance store, a primary

errand . He plans to go there directly , tempora rily ignoring his

high-leve l plan to go to the southeast corner. He also notices

that another secondary errand , the pet store , is on the way to

the appliance store and , because it is so convenient ,

incorporates that errand into his plan. Again , he plans at the

leve l of sequencing errands and specifying routes and simulates

execution of the plan as he goes along . Note that these

decisions imply addition of the pet store to the subject ’s

definition of the goal. (Note also that , while the short-cut

_ _ _ _ _ _  - ---—~~~~~~~~—-- — ---- - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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planned in 19-23 was a short-cut to the southeast corner , it is a

detour in the planned route to the appliance store.)

In sections 27-28, the subject continues working at a low

level of abstraction . He notes the time , 11:50 , and that lunch

at the restaurant is a pending errand . He also notices a

restaurant quite near the appliance store and plans his route to

that restaurant .

In sections 29-32, the subject reviews the time , 12:55 ,

and his remaining errands. He reviews his previously pl anned

final sequence (the movie , the grocery , and the parking

structure). He enumerates the primary errands remaining to be

planned (the bookstore and the watch repair).

In sections 33-37 , the subject continues planning at a

low level of abstraction. He sequences the pending errands ,

using his earlier strategy of going to the closer of the two

errands first. He specifies exact routes and continues to

execute his plan mentally as he goes along . In planning this

sequence , he notices that he must pass quite near two luxury

apartments. Because visiting two luxury apartments is a

secondary errand , he incorporates a visit to each apartment at

the most convenient point in his plan , implicitly amending his

goal to include this errand . Thus , the subject finally plans to

arrive at and perform the errands in the southeast cluster.

Note , however , that this occurred as a consequence of sequential

planning at a low level of abstraction , rather than as a

consequence of his having deliberately instantiated a high-leve l

- —~~~~~ ~~~~ _.. —~~~ — -—•-- - - — —  _~~~~ _______________________ 
~~~~-
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plan at a low level of abstraction .

In sections 38-40, the subject evaluates his current

status . He notes the time , 2:00, that he has nothing left to

plan befo re the movie , and that the movie cannot be scheduled for

an hour. He criticizes his plan for the wasted hour and

considers how to minimize the wasted time. He relaxes his

constraint on when to go to the grocery and decides to do that

nex t .

In sections 41-45, the subject continues working at a low

level of abstraction . He sequences his remaining errands (the

grocery ,  the movie , the parking structure), specifying routes and

simulating execution of his plan as he goes along . He notes that

his plan still contains twenty-five wasted minutes and that he

accomplished more than he thought he could in the time available.

He resigns himself to the twenty-five minute empty period .

In sections 46-47, the subject evaluates his plan. He

notes that he accomplished all of the errands on the list. ~ie

notes again that he wasted twenty-five minutes and criticizes his

plan on that account .

This protocol illustrates a number of the points made

above . First , the subject ’s plan develops incrementally at

various points in the planning space we defined . He plans

actions at various points in the plan ’s temporal sequence , and he

also plans at ‘different levels of abstraction. Second, the

subject appears to plan opportunistically, “jumping about” in the

planning space to develop promising aspects of the plan in

_________________  ______  ____ 
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progress . For example , the planner does not plan strictly

forward in time . Instead , he plans temporally-anchored sub-p lans

at arbitrary points on the time dimension and eventually

concatenates the sub-plans . Similarly, the p1anner does not plan

in a systematic top-down fashion across the different levels of

abstraction . He frequently plans low-level sequences of errands

or routes in the absence , and sometimes in violation , of a

prescriptive high-level plan. Finally, decisions at a given

point in the planning space appear to influence subsequent

decisions at both later and earlier points in the temporal

sequence and at both higher and lower levels of abstraction . The

protocol exhibits examples of each of these kinds of influence .

The protocol illustrates another important component of

the planning process--the ability to mentally simulate execution

of a plan and to use the results of the simulation to guide

subsequent planning . Mental simulation answers a variety of

questions for the subject: At what time will I arrive at (or

leave) a particular destination? How long will I take to perform

a certain action? What sequence of operations will I perform to

satisfy a particular sub-goal? How long will it take to execute

a plan or partial plan? What consequences will my actions

produce? What have I accomplished so far? The subject can use

this information to evaluate and revise prior planning and to

constrain subsequent planning .

The subject performs two kinds of mental simulation.

Sometimes he simulates his plan by mentally “stepping through” a

sequence of time units for each planned action (e.g., walking ,

— - 
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carrying a package , performing an errand). With each successive

step , he extrapolates the results of each planned action ,

updating his understanding of the “current state” accordingly .

At other times , the subject pe rfo rms “event-driven” simulation.

In this case , he mentally moves directly from one planned

situation to another , often “ignoring” intervening actions . He

then computes certain consequences arising from the transition .

More importantly , in the present context, the subject

simulates execution of plans at different levels of abstraction .

Thus, in sections 14-15 , he simulates execution of a detailed

plan. By stepping through his plan , the subject computes

expected times for performing individual errand3 and traveling

specific routes. In sections 24-26, the subject simulates

execution of his high-level plan for performing errands in the

northwest and then those in the southeast. Here, he performs

event-driven simulation , inferring that if he executes his high-

level plan , proceeding directly to the southeast corner of town ,

he will neglect a primary errand .

In the next section, we describe the proposed planning

model in detail. The model postulates specific levels of

abstraction and a structural organization for the planning space.

In addition , it postulates a number of plausible planning

specialists . Finally , the model embodies decision mechanisms that

permit theoretical interpretation of subjects ’ apparently chaotic

progress through the planning space.

— ---—- - - — ______ __ _ . s _  S - - —--—
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AN OPPORTUNISTIC MODEL OF PLANNING

The proposed model assumes that the planning process

comprises the independent and asynchronous operation of many

distinct specialists (akin to demons in Selfridge ’s (1959)

Pandemonium model). Each specialist makes tentative decisions

for incorporation into a tentative p~~~. All specialists record

their decisions in a common data structure , called the

blackboard. The blackboard enables the specialists to interact

and communicate. Each specialist can retrieve decisions of

interest from the blackboard , regardless of which specialists

recorded them . A specialist can combine earlier decisions with

its own decisionmaking heuristics to generate new decisions . The

model partitions the blackboard into several planes containing

conceptually different categories of decisions . Each plane

contains several levels of abstraction of the planning space .

Most specialists deal with information that occurs at only a few

levels of particular planes of the blackboard . Finally,

specialists also establish linkages on the blackboard to reflect

causal or logical relationships among various decisions .

The proposed model generalizes the theoretical

architecture developed by Reddy and his associates (Cf. CMII

Computer Science Research Group , 1977; Lesser , Fennell , Erman, &

Reddy , 1975; Erman & Lesser , 1975; Lesser & Erman , 1977; Hayes—

Roth & Lesser , 1977) to enable computers to perform complex

problem-solving tasks . This architecture was conceived for the

Hearsay-Il speech-understanding system . Others have since

applied it to image understanding (Prager , Nagin , Kohler , Hanson ,

_____________ - - - -—-~~~~~~~ -—- -— — - — ,~~~~~~~-_ —- _ - 5 .  - -
~
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& Riseman , 1977), reading comprehension (Rumelhart , 1976),

protein-crystallograp hic analysis (Nii & Feigenbaunr, 1977), and

inductive inference (Soloway & Riseman , 1977). The

architecture ’s rapid acceptance reflects its versatility as a

model of the problem-solving processes involved in

“interpretation ” tasks. The model described below is , to our

knowledge , the first attempt to adapt the Hearsay-Il architecture

to a “generation” problem .

We organize our discussion of the details of the planning

model around the structure and content of the blackboard . The

blackboard comprises five planes (see Figure 3), each of which

represents conceptua lly different categories of decisions (see

also Engelmore & Nii , 1977). We have already characterized the

~~~ plane in our discussion of the protocol. Plan decisions

ind icate ac tions the planner intends to take in the world. We

characterize the other four planes briefly as follows . Decisions

on the p~~~-abstractions plane characterize desired attributes of

potential plan decisions . The knowledge-base plane contains

observations and computations about relationships in the world

that bear on the planning process. The meta-pj~~ plane conta ins

higher-level decisions regarding how the planner intends to

approach the planning problem itself. Finally , the executive

plane contains decisions about how the planner intends to

allocate his cognitive resources among the other four planes

during the planning process. In the remainder of this section , we

discuss the individual planes and their constituent levels of

abstraction in more detail. We also explicate the behavior of

—-- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —-—— 
.— - - —--- -
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several illustrative specialists.

Meta-plan decisions indicate what the planner intends to

do during the planning process. This plane has four levels.

Beginning at the top , the problem definition describes the

planner’s conception of the task. It includes descriptions of

the goal , available resources , possible actions , and constraints.

In the errand-planning task , for example , the problem definition

would include the list of errands , contextual information , and

associated instructions . The problem-solving mode l indicates how

the planner intends to represent the problem and generate

potential solutions . For example , the planner might view the

errand—planning task as an instance of the familiar “traveling

salesman” problem (Christophides , 1975) and approach the problem

accordingly . Problem-solving models can also consist of general

problem-solving strategies , such as “divide and conquer ,” “define

and successively refine” (Cf., Aho , Hopcroft , & UlIman, 1974),

etc. Policies specify general criteria the planner wishes to

impose on his problem solution . For example , the planner might

decide that his plan must be efficient or that it should minimize

certain risks . Solution-evaluation criteria indicate how the

planner intends to evaluate prospective plans . For example , he

might decide .o speculate on what could go wrong during execution

and insure that his plan is robust over those contingencies .

Plan decisions indicate actions the planner actually

intends to take in the world. Decisions at the four levels form

a potential hierarchy , with decisions at each level specifying a

more refined plan than those at the next higher level. Beginning

— ____________- —..—-.~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~ —-—--———-. - - —  - - 
~~~
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at the most abstract level , outcomes indicate what the planner

intends to accomplish by executing the finished plan. In the

e~-rand-p 1anning task , for example, outcomes indicate what errands

the planner intends to accomplish by executing the plan. Designs

characterize the general approach by which the planner intends to

a hieve the outcomes. For the errand-planning task , designs

characterize the general route the planner intends to take to

accomplish the intended errands. Procedures specify specific

sequences of molar actions . Thus , for the errand-planning task ,

procedures specify sequences of errands . Operations specify

sequences of molecular actions . En the errand-p lanning task ,

operations specify the route by which the planner will proceed

from one errand to the next.

Plan-abstraction decisions characterize desired

attributes of potential plans . These abstract decisions serve as

heuristic aids to the planning process suggesting potentially

useful qualities of planned actions . Each level of the plan-

abstraction plane characterizes types of decisions suggested for

incorporation into the corresponding level of the plan plane .

For example , the planner might indicate an intention to do all of

the “critical” errands. This intention could stimulate efforts

to partition the errands into critical and non-critical sets. At

a lower level , he might generate a scheme to fabricate a design

employing gross spatial clusters of errands. This scheme might

motivate a search for coherent clusters. At the next level , he

might develop a strategy suggesting that errands in the current

cluster be comp leted before mov ing on to errands in another

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5—. - ‘
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cluster. This strategy would presumably constrain procedural

sequences eventually incorporated into the plan. Finally, he

might adopt a tactic that suggested searching for a short-cut

between one errand and the next. This tactic might lead to the

discovery and use of one particular short-cut .

The knowledge base records observations and computations

about relationships in the world which the planner generates

while planning. This knowledge supports two types of planning

functions : situation assessment, the analysis of the “current

state” of affairs; and 
~~~~ 

evaluation, the analysis of the

likely consequences of hypothesized actions . Again , the levels

of the knowledge base form a hierarchy and correspond to the

levels of the plan and plan-abstraction planes. Each level of

the knowledge base contains observations and computations useful

in instantiating decisions at the corresponding level of the

plan-abstraction plane or generating decisions at the

corresponding level of the plan plane. Because the levels of the

knowledge base contain problem-specific information , we have

given them problem-specific names. At the errand level , for

example , the planner might compute the time required to perform

all of the currently intended errands to evaluate the plan ’s

gross feasibility. At the layout level , he might observe that

several errands form a convenient spatial cluster and , as a

consequence, formulate a design organized around clusters . At

the neighbor level , the planner might observe that two planned

errands are near one another and , as a consequence , adopt a

procedural decision sequencing those two errands . At the route

— . — ..
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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level , he might detect a previously unnoticed short-cut and then

exploit it in an operation-level route between two planned

errands .

In addition to the abstractness dimension , the plan ,

plan-abstraction , and knowledge-base planes have a second

dimension corresponding to the time period spanned by proposed

decisions . In addition , suitable blackboard representations

exist for recording decisions about simultaneous and event-

contingent actions and for recording competing alternative

decisions .

Before describing the executive plane of the planning

blackboard , we must discuss planning specialists . Specialists

generate tentative decisions for incorporation into the plan i i

progress. Decisions become final only after the planner has

accepted an overall plan . This ordinarily requires that he has

formulated a complete plan and determined that it satisfies

solution evaluation criteria recorded on the meta-p lan plane .

Most specialists work with decisions at only two levels

of the blackboard . One level contains decisions (previously

generated by other specialists) that stimulate the specialist ’s

behavior. The other is the level at which the specialist records

its own modifications to the blackboard . The circle and arrow

ends of the arc associated with each specialist in Figure 3

indicate these two levels respectively. For example, the

“strategist” (on the plan-abstraction plane) responds to prior

scheme decisions by generating strategies useful in implementing

- S
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those schemes . Suppose , for example , one specialist had

generated a scheme to travel around among spatial clusters of

errands , doing the errands in one cluster before moving on to the

next. The strategist would generate a strategy for sequencing

individual errands according to this scheme . One such strategy

would be to perform all pending errands in the current cluster

before performing errands in any other cluster.

Note that the arcs in Figure 3 indicate that both

bottom-up and top-down processing occur and that the two levels

indicated by an arc need not be adjacent or even on the same

plane of the planning blackboard .

The theory operationalizes specialists as

condition-action modules. The condition component of a

specialist characterizes decisions whose occurrences on the

bl ackboard warrant a response by the specialist. The occurrence

of any of these decisions invokes the specialist. For example ,

the occurrence of a new scheme on the plan-abstraction plane

invokes the strategist. The action of a specialist module

defines its behavior. For example , the strategist generates

strategies for implementing designs. In addition to recording

new decisions , each specialist records relational linkagcs among

the decisions with which it deals. For example , the strategist

records support linkages connecting the scheme decision that

invokes it to the strategies it generates for implementing that

design .

We have selected the specialists shown in Figure 3 for

- —~~~--- -- -- _ _- - - - --- - _ _
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illustrative purposes. We have excluded many ottier possible

specialists for simplicity . The mnemonic names of the

specialists and the preceding discussion of levels make most of

the specialists self-explanatory . Therefore , we describe only a

few of them here .

Operating within the plan-abstraction plane , the

“architect” responds to intentions by generating a scheme for a

design . In the errands task , for example , the architect might

respond to an intention to do all the important errands by

generating a scheme to travel around among spatial clusters of

important errands , doing the errands in one cluster before moving

on to the next.

Operating between the knowledge-base and plan-abstraction

planes , the “schemer” responds to the layout of errands by

suggesting an appropriate scheme . For example , the presence of

one or more spatial clusters would invoke the pattern recognizer.

It would respond by generating a cluster scheme .

Operating within the plan plane , the “designer” responds

to a useful procedure by generating a design to exploit that

procedure . For example , the designer might notice a procedure

capable of accomplishing several errands in the same neighborhood

in sequence. It might respond by generating a “cluster” design

of the sort described abcve to exploit that kind of procedure .

Operating between the meta-plan and plan-abstraction

planes , the “policy analyst” responds to policies by generating

intentions . For example , it might respond to a policy

- 5 -  — 
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emphas iz ing  e f f i c i e n c y  by genera t ing  an in ten t ion  to neglect

“ou t -o f - t he-way ” errands .

Dur ing  p lann ing ,  each of the independent specia l is ts

monitors the blackboard for the occurrences of decisions

specified in its condition. Invoked specialists queue up for

execution , and an executive decides which will execute its

action.

We have formalized the executive as the fifth pl ane of

the blackboard. Decisions made at the three levels on this plane

forn a hierarchy , with decisions at each level potentially

refining ones at the level above . Starting at the top , priority

decisions indicate preferences for allocating processing activity

to certain areas of the planning blackboard before others. For

example , given a “traveling salesman ” model , the planner might

decide to determine what errand sequences he could do

conveniently,  rather than deciding what errands he ought to do.

Focus decisions indicate what kind of decision to make at a

specific point in time , given the current priorities. For

examp le , the planner might decide to focus his attention on

generating an operation-level refinement of a previously

generated procedure . Finally, schedule decisions indicate which

of the currently invoked specialists , satisfying most of the

higher-level executive decisions , to execute . If , for example ,

given current priorities and focus decisions , both the architect

and the pattern recognizer had been invoked , the planner might

decide to schedule the pattern recognizer. Schedule decisions

select specialists on the basis of relative efficiency ,
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reliability , etc. (Hayes—Roth & Lesser , 1977).

Like the other planes of the planning blackboard , the

executive plane includes decisions motivated by prior decisions

on the same or other blackboards . For example , “middle

management” responds to policies on the meta-p lan plane by

generating priorities on the executive plane. The “referee” uses

focus decisions in deciding which of the currently invoked

specialists to schedule. The executive plane differs from the

other four planes of the planning blackboard because decisions

recorded there do not motivate decisions recorded on other

blackboards . Instead , they determine which invoked specialists

can execute their actions on their designated planes of the

blackboard.

Under the control of the executive, the planning process

proceeds through successive invocation and execution of the

various operational specialists. The process continues until

both : (a) the planner has integrated mutually consistent

decisions into a complete plan ; and (b) the planner has decided

that the existing plan satisfies the evaluation criteria recorded

on the meta-plan plane of the blackboard.

ANALYSIS OF THE PLANNING PROTOCOL UNDER THE OPPORTUNISTIC MODEL

The opportunistic model captures the gross

characteristics of the observations and decisions recorded in the

thinking aloud protocol discussed above. In addition , the model

accounts for each individual statement in the protocol. In this

______________
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section , we illustrate the desc riptive power of the model for

sections 1—10 of the protocol.

Figures 4-8 show blackboard representations of the

subject ’s verbalizations as individual decisions . They also show

how individual specialists respond to the presence of particular

decisions on the blackboard by generating other decisions and

recording them at appropriate locations on the blackboard . Each

arrow represents the invocation and execution of a speciaii~t.

Thus , an arrow from one decision to another indicates that the

former decision invoked a specialist that recorded the latter

decision . In order to clarify the flow of activity , we have

numbered decisions in Figures 4-8 according to their presumed

order of occurrence .

We have omitted only one kind of decision from these

illustrations--scheduling decisions . As discussed above, at each

point in the sequence of recorded decisions , a scheduling

decision selects one of the currently invoked specialists to

execute its action. We have omitted these decisions from Figures 
-

.

4-8 for simplicity . However, it is appropriate to assume that a

scheduling decision selected each of the indicated specialist

actions (noted by arrows).

Figure 4 shows the blackboard representation of sections

1-4 of the protocol. In sections 1 and 3, the subject works

through the list of errands , assigning binary importance values

(primary versus secondary) to each one. In sections 2 and 4, the

subject remarks that the large number of primary errands implies

- - - ---- ~~~~~----
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EXECUTIVE META-PLAN

Priorities Problem Definition
r~~~~~ 

(4) First decide what, i—. (1) Scenario + Map
then decide how s— 1 I

Focus Model
L_.~ (5) Intentions & L-_Ø. (2) Scheduling
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Schedule Policies
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~* (3) Importance

Evaluation Criteria
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(6) Do all the 4— - (7)  
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I . . . J bookstore,
I grocery .

1—4. ~9) > busy day f lor ,s t

Schemes Layout Desi gns

Strate gies Neighbors Procedures

Tactics Routes Operations

Figure 4. Blackboard Representation of Sections 1—4 of the Protocol.
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that he wi l l  have a busy day . According to our assumptions , a

specialist calculates importance values for individual errands

and records these at the errands level of the knowledge base.

However , we assume that a considerable amount of activity ,

unstated in the pro tocol , preceded and motivated this action .

Figure 4 shows the blackboard representation of this implicit

activity .

The subject begins the task with a problem definition

(1), including the sc~’nario and map provided by the experimenter.

The protocol suggests that the subject identifies the problem as

a “scheduling” problem (2). In other words , the subject

apparently views the task as one in which he cannot do all of the

things he wants to do and , therefore , must decide which things to

do and then how to do them. The appearance of this problem-

solving model on the blackboard presumably invokes two other

specialists . One generates and records a useful policy (3),

emphasizing the importance of individual errands. The other

generates and records an appropriate set of priorities (4). The

pri ori ties , in turn , motivate a decision to focus on the

intentions and outcomes levels of the plan-abstraction and plan

planes (5). Given this focus and the errand-importance policy , a

specialist records an intention to do all the important errands

(6). This intention presumably invokes the specialist described

• above that calculates the errand-importance values actually

stated in the protocol (7). This activity implies another

unstated decision , that the intended outcomes include the

designated primary errands (8). Finally, the statements in

.-.,.,— .-=,~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
—-—---.____________
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sections 2 and 4 of the protocol imply that the errand-importance

calculations invoke another special ist that infers : “It ’s going

to be a busy day” (9).

Figure 5 shows the blackboard representation of section 5

of the protocol. In section 5, the subject states: “All right .

We are now at the health club .” This statement conveys a

procedural specification of the in~tia1 location (13). Figure 5

shows the implic it sequence ~f activity that produced this

statement , given the prior state of the blackboard shown in

Figure 4. First, having decided what to do (8), the subject

pr oceeds to his second priority , deciding how to do it.

Accordingly , he changes focus to the lower levels of the

blackboard (10). Given this focus , a strategy-generating

specialist records its decision to plan forward from the initial

location (11). This decision motivates another specialist to

identify the initial location (12) which , in turn , motivates a

specialist to record the initial location at the procedure level

of the blackboard (13).

Figure 6 shows the blackboard representation of sections

6-8 of the protocol. In section 6, the subject asks , “What is

going to be the closest one?” This question indicates a

strategic decision to plan to perform the closest errand next in

the procedural sequence (14). The appearance of this strategy on

the blackboard invokes a specialist that evaluates the relative

proximities of other primary errands to the initial location , the

health club (15). Section 7 of the protocol describes these

evaluations .
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EXECUTIVE META-PLAN
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Figure 5. tllackboard Representation of Section 5 of the Protocol.
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EXECUTIVE META.PLAN
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Figure 6. Blackboard Representation of Sections 6—8 of the Protocol.
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Section 8 of the protocol reflects a discontinuity in the

planning process. The preceding statements aim toward recording

the second errand in the procedural sequence. Instead , however ,

the subject states in section 8: “Probably it would be best if

we headed in a southeasterly direction. Start heading this way.

I can see later on there are a million things I want to do in

that part of town.” This statement expresses a higher-level

design , recorded on the blackboard as a decision to perform the

errands in the southeast cluster , performing whatever other

errands occur along the route from the initial location to the

southeast cluster (18).

Let us consider how the subject might have arr ived at

this design . The subject ’s immediately-preceding overt activity ,

evaluation of proximities , requires him to locate each errand in

the list. In so doing , the subject locates (at least) three

consecutive errands , the movie , the watch repair , and the

bookstore , in the southeast corner of town . Apparently , this

sequence of observations invokes a specialist that identifies

cl usters of errands and records the identity of the detected

cluster at the layout level of the knowledge base (16). The

appearance of the cluster on the blackboard invokes another

specialist that generates schemes. It suggests exploiting the

spatial cluster of errands iy organizing a design around it (17).

Another specialist responds to the new scheme and the identified

clu ster by recording the appropriate design on the blackboard

(18).

Figure 7 shows the blackboard representation of section 9
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Figure 7. Blackboard Representation of Section 9 of the Protocol.
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of the protocol .  In section 9, the subject indicates a procedure

decis ion to sequence the movie right before picking up his car at

the end of the day (21) .  He tells us explicitly that , in so

doing , he is removing the movie from the previously-defined

southeast cluster (22). He also tells us why he has made this

decision : because it would be “convenient to get out of the movie

and go to the car” (20).

Figure 7 models these decisions , beginning with the

subject ’s prior definition of the southeast cluster (16).

Presumably , attention to one of the errands in the cluster , the

movie , invokes a specialist that notices another movie on the

west side of town close to the parking structure (19). The

proximity of these two errands invokes a specialist that suggests

a more general strategy to perform two proximate errands in

sequence (20). This new strategy invokes mother specialist that

records the suggested sequence , movie-car , at the procedure level

of the plan plane (21) and amends the prior design accordingly

(22) .

Figure 8 shows the blackboard representation of section

10 of the protocol. In section 10, the subj ect decides to go to

the vet after the health club because it is the closest primary

errand . Thus , section 10 conveys a procedure-level decision (26)

and the strategy that motivated it (24). We assume that the

presence of a modified design on the blackboard motivates a

narrowing of the focus to aim at instantiating the design at the

procedure level (23). In accordance with this focus , the design

also invokes a specialist that generates a strategy to do the

_____ - —~~~~— - -

_ _ _ _ _
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EXECUTIVE META.PLAN
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c loses t  errand in the right d i rec t ion  (24) .  This s t rategy

invokes a specialist that evaluates the proximities of individua1

errands at the neighbors level of the knowledge base (25).

Fina l ly ,  the observation that  the vet is the closest errand to

the initial location , the health club , invokes a specialist that

records the vet as the next errand in the procedural sequence

(26) .

We can analyze the remainder of the protocol in much the

same fashion . However , we conclude the analysis at this stage

for brevity .

The analysis clarifies the points suggested by the

informal analysis discussed earlier. The subject plans at

different points in the planning space along both temporal and

abstractness dimensions. In particular , the subject appears to

make decisions at each of the postulated levels on all five

planes of the blackboard . Further , the subject makes decisions

opportunistically. Rather than working systematically through the

levels along either of the two dimensions , he enters the planning

space at various points and moves about freely within it. The

sub ject ’s observations and computations on the available data

(the map and the scenario) exert a powerful influence on the

point in the planning space at which he makes each successive

decision . This indicates a strong “bottom-up” component to the

planning process. However , prior dec is ions at both higher and

lower levels influence the subject ’s decisions , as pred icted by

the model.

— — -— - —~~~-—------ -•———- — -. — — —j  ~~•= - -~~~~~~~~~~~ .-.—- - —•—-- - — ,.
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COMPARISON WITH EARLIER MODELS OF PLANNING

Miller , Galanter , and Pribram (1960) provide a convenient

starting point for our discussion of previous models of planning.

Their work emphasized the importance of plans as the “guiding

force” behind all human behavior. In add i t i on , they argued

persuasively for efforts to understand behavior at each of the

many possible levels of analysis (abstraction). Accordingly,

they def ined a p lan as “any hierarchical process in the organism

that can control the order in which a sequence of operations is

to be performed” (p. 16). These authors had l i t t le  to say about

how plans get formed . Instead , they focused on the execution of

existing plans to control behavior.  Exploiting the presumed

hierarchical structure of plans , they suggested a strictly “top-

down” execution procedure . That is , they assumed that people

execute plans and generate behavior by success ively ref ining

abstract plans (high in the hierarchy) into more detailed plans

(low in the hierarchy). The lowest-level plan constitutes a

sequence of mental or physical operations .

The conception of plans as abstract representations of

problem solutions appears in much of the problem-solving

literature . For example , Newell , Shaw , and Simon (1963)

discussed planning as a three-step sequence consisting of (1)

simplification of a problem to omit details , (2) solution of this

more general problem, (3) and ref inement of the solution back

into the detailed context. Several researchers (Greeno , l974;

Newell , & Simon, 1972; Reed , Ernst, & Banerji , 1974; Thomas ,

1974) have incorporated this view of planning into their accounts

~~ — —-—-ib~t~~’———- 
— —rr - - - -_.- • - • , 
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of human p rob lem-so lv ing .  They assum e tha t  problem-solvers

progress  th rough  a series of “ cog n i t i ve sta t es , ” a r r i v i n g  at  each

one through a p p l i c a t i o n  of a sequence of moves prescribed by a

p a r t i c u l a r  s t r a t egy .  Atwood and Poison (1976) and J e f f r i e s ,

Poison , Razran  and Atwood ( 1977 ) adopt a s imi lar  de f in i t i on  of

p lann ing .

More recent ly ,  Sacerdoti  (1975) has imp lemented a

computer program that  p lans by successive refinement . His

program , NOAH , formula tes  problems in terms of high-leve l goals

that  specify sequences of act ions ( f o r  examp le , the monkey should

get the bananas and then eat them) . NOAH expands each

const i tuent  sub-goal into addi t ional  sub goals , mainta in ing any

indeterminate sequential  orderings as long as possible.  In this

manner , NOAH eventual ly  generates correct p lans specifying

sequences of e lementary act ions . When executed , these actions

transform initial conditions into a series of intermediate

conditions , culminating in the goal state . (See also: Ernst &

Newell , 1969; Fahiman , 1974; Fikes , 1977; Fikes & Nilsson , 1971;

Sacerdoti , 1974; Sussman , 1973.)

This view of planning as simplification , problem-solving ,

and successive refinement differs from the proposed model in

three important ways . In the subsequent paragraphs , we discuss

these differences and relate them to the protocol discussed

above .

Top-Down versus Multi-Directional Processing

While the earlier work assumes that planning is a top-

_________ - _-b _ ~~~~~~~~~~~ —- -•-—--- — --
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down process , the proposed model characterizes plannin g as a

multi-directional process. The diverse observations peop le make

while planning often guide subsequent planning . Some of these

observations arise from planning at an abstract level and guide

subsequent planning at a more detailed level. The errand-

planning protocol illustrates this kind of top-down processing in

section 10, where the subject begins to instantiate a previously

planned design at the lower procedure level. However ,

observations also arise from planning at a low level and guide

subsequent planning at a more abstract level. The protocol

illustrates this kind of bottom-up processing in section 8 where

the subject formulates a design based on observations related to

previous decisions at the lower procedure level. Many other

examples of both top-down and bottom-up processing appear

throughout this protocol and the others we have collected .

The sample protocol supports the multi-directional

a’ sumption over the top-down assumption in another way . If the

subject were operating in a top-down fashion , he would begin

planning at the highest (most abstract) level of the planning

space . He could plan at a lower level only if he had already

planned that particular sub-task at all higher levels. The

errand-planning protocol disconfirms this prediction repeatedly .

The subject begins forming his actual plan at a relatively low

level, the procedure level. Thus , he plans at this level in the

absence of any corresponding high-level plans . Similar instances

of planning a sub-task at a low level without having previously

planned it at higher levels appear throughout this protocol and

______________________ — - -- -— •— --•—•—--—.————— -
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our others . These f ind ings  fo l low d i rect l y from the mul t i -

directional assumption.

Comp lete versus ~pportunistic Planning

A second difference between the earlier view of planning

arid the proposed model concerns the relative completeness

attributed to abstract plans . The earlier work assumes that ,

while initial plans may be abstract , they will be complete and

fully Integrated . Under a breadth-first processing assumption ,

this requires that complete plans at each level must precede any

planning at the next lower level. Under a depth-first processing

assumption , it requires only that the highest-level plan must be

complete before planning activity can proceed at lower levels.

Under both assumptions , the earlier view presupposes that

comp lete plans will eventually exist at all levels of

abstraction.

By contrast , we assume tha t planning is opportunistic and ,

therefore , will rarely produce complete plans in the systematic

fashion described above . We assume that people make tentative

decisions without the requirement that each one fit into a

current , completely integrated plan. As the planner relates each

new decision to some subset of his previous decisions , the plan

grows incrementally. Further , the developing plan need not grow

as a single integrated plan. Various sub-plans can develop

independently either within or between levels of abstraction.

The planner can incorporate these sub-plans into his final plan

as he wishes .
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The sample protocol provides evidence for these

assumptions . For example, in section 9, having established only

his in i t ia l  location at the procedure level , the subject plans a

sequence of two errands with which to conclude . In the following

several sections of the protocol , he intermittently plans

alternative designs (none of which covers the planned concluding

sequence) and initial sequences of errands (none of which he

concatenates with the planned concluding sequence). Similar

partial plans appear throughout the protocol as well as in the

other protocols we collected. These findings confirm our

assumption that specialists record tentative decisions in various

locations on the blackboard in response to relevant prior

decisions .

Hierarchical versus Heterarchical Plan Structures

Earlier conceptions of plans as hierarchical structures

responded to the appealing simplicity of hierarchically

structured programs and the successive refinement method . None

of our observations denies the putative merits of these

hierarchical approaches. Of course , one can always interpret a

sequence of actions as a hierarchy with some number of levels.

Therefore , one must perform some more informative analysis to

contrast hypothesized hierarchical plans with more complex plan

structures . More importantly, a satisfactory theory of planning

must describe all decisions made during the planning process as

well as those that appear in completed plans .

Our e f f o r ts to model th e p lanning process suggest that

- - -=~~
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• peop le make many decisions t ha t  do not f i t  a s imp J e  h i e r a r c h i c a l

s t r u c t u r e . Under  the proposed model , one might  attemp t to

const rue  the f i n a l  set of decisions on the p lan p lane as a

hierarchical structure , but our protocols do not provide strong

evidence for a such a structure . For example , the design

maintained throughout most of the sample protocol dictates that

errands on the way to the southeast cluster should be performed

first followed by those errands within the cluster itself.

However , much of the subject ’ s planning at lower levels concerns

e~~ands not covered by this design (e.g., the newsstand , the pet

store , the appliance store , and the restaurant).

The assumption of hierarchical plan structure becomes

more tenuous if we consider the many other kinds of decisions our

subject made while planning. We have observed four categories of

decisions that do not describe what the subject actually p lans to

do at all. These correspond to the four remaining planes of the

p lanning blackboard . Thus , the subject makes decisions about

data--how long errands should take , how impo rtant individual

errands are , what the consequences of a particular action might

h~ , etc. He makes abstract planning decisions-—what kinds of

p l:inning decisions might be useful . He makes meta-planning

thcisions--how to approach the problem and how to constrain and

evaluate his plan. Finally, the subject makes executive

decisions about how to allocate his cognitive resources during

planning. While all of these decisions contribute to the

p lanning process , it is difficult to see how one might

incorporate them in a simple hierarchical planning structure .

______________ - ______________
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Relative Advantages of Hierarchical versus Opportunistic Planning

We might also speculate on the relative merits of

hierarchical versus opportunistic planning . The orderly,

systematic nature of the top-down process and the simplicity of

its hierarchical structure argue in its favor. The recent

emphasis on “structured programming ,” a top-down approach to

software engineering , reflects these merits (Cf., Dahl , Dykstra,

& Hoare , 1972). One might also argue that top-down processes

gould minimize memory load (Cf., Thorndyke, 1978). The p lanner

could restrict his attention to a single area of the hierarchy ,

rather than attending intermittently to several different areas

of the planning space.

On the other hand , planning in tasks fraught with

complexity and uncertainty might benefit from less of the

discipline imposed by a top-down process. In such complex tasks ,

general , a priori solutions or problem-solving methods may not

exist or may be computationally intractable . Even if some

general approach were available , opportunistic planning would

free the planner of the burden of maintaining a structurally

integrated plan at each decision point . Instead , the planner

could formulate and pursue promising partial plans as opportunity

suggested.

More importantly , a multi-directional process might

produce better plans . It certainly permits more varied plans

than a top-down process does. If the planner always began with a

fixed high-level plan , he could refine it into only a limited

— - -  ______ - • — -  -- - - -.——•• 
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num ber of different detailed plans. The bottom-up component in

multi-directiona l processing represents an important source of

innovation in planning . Low-level decisions and related

observations can inspire novel higher—level plans. We observed

th i s in the errand-planning protocol , for example, when the

sub jec t  genera t ed a high-level design based on observations and

decisions made at the lower procedure level. Similarly,

Feitelson and Stefik (1977) observed that their expert geneticist

deliberately exploited the potential for innovation in bottom-up

processing :

Thus, not only is the planning process largely event

driven but sometimes steps are taken somewhat outside the

plan of the experiment to make a possibly interesting

observation. This kind of behavior reflects the

convenience of making certain interesting observations

while the equipment is set up. Often this is done to

verify the successful completion of an experimental step ,

but sometimes the observations seem to correspond more to

fishing for interesting possibilities. (p. 31)

Resolving the Two Points of View

We have argued against the earlier view of planning as a

• 
• 

systematic , hierarchical , top-down process and in favor of the

proposed model of planning as an opportunistic , heterarchical ,

multi-direction a l process. We must consider , however, the

possibility that both models have merit and simply apply to

different situations . In particular , it appears plausible that

- - — 
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the top-down model could accurately describe planning by a

practiced planner working on a familiar , constrained problem . In

this kind of situation , the planner may have well-learned ,

reliable abstract plans for dealing with the problem . His

• extensive experience may support the application of standard

methods for systematically refining his abstract plans .

A study by Byrne (1977) provides some support for this

conjecture . His subjects planned dinner menus , a task with which

they had considerable experience . As one might expect , Byrne ’s

subjects appeared to plan menus by deciding on type of dinner

(e.g., Chinese dinner , Christmas dinner), course (e.g., f i r st

course , main cours e, dessert), dish (e.g., roast beef , turkey),

and accompaniments to a dish (e.g., cranberry sauce , mashed

potatoes). This is a nice example of a hierarchical planning

structure . In addition , Byrne ’s subjects appeared to make

decisions within this structure in a top-down fashion .

On the other hand , subjects who performed the errand-

planning task undoubtedly had considerable experience as well.

Yet they did not exhibit systematic top-down planning behavior.

We attribute their opportunistic planning activity to the greater

complexity and difficulty of the task.

Additional support for the opportunistic model of expert

planning derives from Feitelson ’s and Stefik’s (1977) study of

the experiment-planning behavior of an expert molecular

geneticist . Part of that report follows :

The experiments described here reflect a combination of
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goal dr iven behavior and event driven b e h a v i o r . . .  If

there were no goals , behavior mi ght seem very erratic and

fol low no general  course. If there is no event driven

component to the p lanning process , then the experimental

procedure must admit no feedback or changes of plans as a

resu l t  of observations . Thus , no advantage wi l l  be made

of fo r tuna te  observations . What is being suggested here

is tha t the p lanning in this experiment involved far more

exploitation of events and changes of plan according to

the events than the authors had anticipated . (p. 30)

Thus , whi le  the idea that “experts” at a planning task should be

more l ikely to p lan in a top-down fash ion  has some intui t ive

appeal , the avai lable  evidence is equivocal.

We can also attemp t to resolve the apparent conflict

between the two models by viewing the top-down model as one

particular instantiation of the opportunistic model. Earlier , we

discussed the importance of the problem-solving method a planner

brings to bear on his task. This decision can have a major impact

on subsequent executive decisions and , consequently, on the

planner ’s progress through the remaining levels of the

blackboard . In particular , a planner might adopt a “define and

successively refine” problem-solving method. Given strict

adherence to this method , the planner ’s formulation of decisions

on the plan plane would indeed proceed in a systematic top-down

fashion. These are exactl y the decisions modeled in the earlier

work on top-down p lanning .

• ~~-•• 
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Note that “define and refine” is only one of many

problem-solving methods adoptable in the framework of the

opportunistic model. Thus , the question is no longer which

“model” is correct , but rather , under what circumstances do

planners bring various problem-solving methods to bear? We have

suggested familiarity with and complexity of the planning task as

two potentially important factors. We need to investigate the

effects of these and other factors . We should also ask which

problem-solving methods work best for different kinds of

problems . We have discussed some of the relative advantages of

strictly top-down planning versus unbridled opportunistic

planning . We need more research in this area as well.

Relation to Organizational Planning Models

Interestingly, organizational planning appears to mimic

the proposed conception of individua l planning . In

organizational planning, various people make different kinds of

decisions regarding different aspects of a plan. The various

people correspond to the separate specialists postulated in the

model of individua l planning . The kinds of decisions these

peop le make correspond to the kinds of decisions that appear on

the planning blackboard . For example , Preston and Henning (1961)

refer to several kinds of decisions:

Objectives and goals are thought of as statements of the

purposes for which our organized group has been formed...

Procedures are more detailed and specific guides which

are particularly helpful to operating personnel in the

- _~_____-
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da i ly  performance of their  routine tasks . Policies are

general guides to future decision-making that are

intended to shape those decisions so as to maximize their

contribution to the goals of the enterprise... Ltlethods

are] less general . . .  [and] of less significance than

policies . They are relatively detai led , complete , and

specific plans for the guidance of business activities .

(pp. 5—9)

Further, each of these kinds of decisions can change in the

course of planning . For example , “objectives may change as

conditions warrant” and “as a plan is prepared , it will often

require the creation of new policies or the redefinition of

existing policy” (Preston & Henning, 1961 , pp. 4-6). Similarly ,

Ma rch (1972, p. 6) suggests: “Suppose we treat action as a way of

creating interesting goals at the same time we treat goals as a

way of suggesting actions . ”

In a retrospective analysis of the design of the highly

successful PDP— l l  computer , Bell (1977) descr ibes a similarly

organized planning process:

Because of the many pressures on the design , the planning

was asynchronous and diffuse; development was distributed

throughout the company . This sort of decentralized

design organization provides a system of checks and

balances , but often at the expense of perfect hardware

compatibility . This compatibility can hopefully be

provided in the software and at lower cost to the user.

(p. 9)

_____________________ ______ • —•-——• - - —-—••— - — —-
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Thus, various specialists took responsibility for designing

different components of the PDP-11. In addition , the specialists

worked “asynchronously .” That is , while they undoubtedly

communicated with one another and influenced one another ’s

decisions , the specialists did not coordinate their activities in

any systematic way . While Bell identifies both costs and

benefits associated with this kind of planning process , he also

notes that the resulting system “exceeded the design goals” (p.

7) .

Finally, March (1972) advances a position similar to ours

regarding the value of opportunism (which he calls “p lay fulness”)

in planning and other decisionmaking:

A second requirement . . . is some strategy for suspending

rational imperatives toward consistency... A strict

insistence on purpose , consistency , and rational ity

limits our ability to find new purposes. Play relaxes

that insistence to allow us to act “unintelligently,” or

“irrationally,” or “foolishly”-—to explore alternative

ideas of possible purposes and alternative concepts of

behavioral consistency... For organizations and for

individuals , reason and intelligence have had the

unnecessary consequence of inhibiting the development of

purpose into more complicated forms of consistency . In

order to move away from that position , we need to find

some way of helping individuals and organizations to

- 
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exper iment  w i t h  doing th ings  for  which they have no good

reason . .. We encourage organizations by permitting (and

i n s i s t i n g  on) some temporary relief from control ,

coordination , and communication... It preserves the

virtues of consistency while stimulating change . (pp.

6-7)

GENE RAL DISCUSSION

Status of the Proposed Model

The opportunistic model provides a nice description of

the p lanning process. Its emphasis on the importance of both

high-leve l goals and low-level details gives the model ecological

validity. Obviously, goals exert a powerful effect on the

planning process. However , in “real life ,” people frequently

plan in the context of continually changing circumstances and

capabilities. Effective p lanners must take these changing

“details” into account as well.

The opportunistic model also predicts the gross

characteristics of planning captured in thinking aloud protocols :

that planning is opportunistic , incremental , multi-directional ,

and heterarchica].. At a finer level of analysis , the model

provides a comprehensive , if not complete, taxonomy of the kinds

of decisions people apparently make while planning . Finally , the

model provides a mechanism , the pattern-directed activity of

independent specialists , whereby diverse decisions can influence

one another. This notion of pattern-directed specialists

- ~~~~~-,—•——- — -  — - — •• • ~~~. — - — —— - - - — ——--— - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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generalizes the view of production rules as simple , symbol-

manipulating operations acting upon the contents o short-term

memory (Newell & Simon , 1972). In this more general view ,

different specialists exploit arbitrarily comp lex reasoning

procedures to generate or modify decisions (Cf., Hayes-Roth ,

Waterman , & Lenat , 1978, pp . 578-580).

The opportunis t ic  model seems , at f i r s t  g lance , f a i r l y

complex . It postulates five different conceptual “planes” of

decisions and several levels of abstraction within each of those

planes . It postulates numerous planning specialists whose

simultaneous efforts to participate in the planning process

require the supervision of a fairly sophisticated executive .

Al though a number of comparably comp lex models have proved

fruitful in the last few years (Cf., Anderson , 1976; Anderson &

Bower , 1973; Rumeihart , Lindsay , & Norman , 1972; Winograd ,

1972), most of us sti ll adhere to the law of parsimony ,

preferr ing simpler models to complex models. Accordingly, we

offer two reasons for advancing a model as complex as the

opportun ist ic model .

First , planning is a complex process. It takes a

considerable amount of time to formulate plans . Planners pass

through numerous intermediate stages and consider a variety of

information . They bring a variety of knowledge to bear on the

problem. They perform many diverse sub-tasks in the course of

planning . They evaluate numerous alternative plans and sub-plans

and change their decisions repeatedly while planning. We feel

that given the comp lex ity of the planning process , the 

- - a
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opportunis tic model is not unduly comp lex .

Second , the model describes the data well. People reach

each of the several kinds of intermediate decisions postulated .

They use each of these kinds of decisions in determining various

subsequent decisions . They work intermittently on various

aspects of a p lan in progress. Simpler models , such as the top-

down , hierarchical models discussed earlier , do not reflect this

richness of the planning process.

In addition to being a very powerful model , the

opportunistic model is vulnerable to data. In this paper , we

discussed a thinking aloud protocol from the errand-p lanning

task. The model predicted the gross characteristics of the

protocol. Further , these characteristics appeared in most of the

other twenty-nine protocols we collected . In addition , we can

test the model’ s assumptions using conventional experimental

methodology . For examp le , we can evaluate the psychological

validity of the postulated organization and levels of the

planning space . We can test the power of decisions at a given

level of the planning space to influence subsequent decisions at

othe r levels of the planning space. We can investigate the

hypothesized impact of alternative problem-solving methods on the

performance of particular planning tasks . Experiments along

these lines are in progress.

Imp~Ications for Future Research

control. As discussed in the first section of this

__________________ - — ____________
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paper , planning is the first stage in a two-stage planning and

control process. In this paper , we concentrated on the first

stage , formulation of a satisfactory plan , and did not directly

address the problem of controlling its execution . However , the

proposed model provides a firm basis for approaching that

problem.

The control process entails monitoring and guiding the

execution of a plan to a successful conclusion . The planner must

monitor progress toward the goal. If he determines that progress

is unsatisfactory , he must alter the plan accordingly. The

planner must also attend to unanticipated opportunities and

obstructions . If a particularly attractive opportunity arises ,

the planner may decide to alter his plan in order to exploit that

opportunity . If some obstruction appears , the planner must

decide how to circumvent it.

The model provides a starting point for modeling contro l

in its provisions for simulated execution of a plan in progress

and plan revision based on the outcome of that simulation . We

need only substitute actual execution for simulated execution to

have a working model of control. Presumably , the planner works

on the same blackboard during both planning and control. In both

cases , the planner performs both step-wise and event-driven

analyses , recording the results at the appropriate location on

the blackboard (e.g., as attributes of the plan in progress ,

recorded on the plan plane , or attributes of the world , recorded

in the knowledge base). Particular specialists respond to the

occurrence of such information by suggesting approp riate

- - .- - - - -  - - ______
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m o d i f i c a t i o n s  to the plan.

Learninj. The opportunistic model also provides a

framework for studying learning . Many researchers have

postulated largely bottom-up learning mechanisms (Cf., Franks &

Brans fo rd , 1971; B. Hayes-Roth , 1977; F. Hayes—Roth , 1978;

Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth , 1977; Hayes-Roth & McDermott , 1978;

Hebb , 1949; La Berge & Samuels , 1974; Handler , 1962; Martin &

Noreen , 1974; McGuire , 1961; Neumann , 1974; Posner , 1969;

Posner & Keele , 1970; Reed , 1972; Reitman & Bower , 1973).

These researchers assume that people learn simple “patterns”

first. Given a set of simple patterns , people can combine

patterns to form mo re complex patterns and abstract the

distinguishing features of sets of related patterns . These

assumptions imply that , with experience, people acquire

successively more encompassing and more abstract knowledge. The

opportunistic model explicates the categorical levels of planning

knowledge that people presumably acquire . By adopting the

assumption that people learn specific , low—level patterns before

learning more comp lex , abstrac t pa tterns , the model can predict

learning profiles.

Consider the knowledge exhibited in the errand-planning

task. Under the preceding assumptions , people should learn to

formulate low-level plans before learning to formulate high-level

plans . For example , we would expect to observe children planning

how to get from one point to another (operations) before they can

plan more general sequences of point-to-point connections

(procedures). Similarly, we would expect children to plan
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sequences of point-to—point connections (procedures) before they

can plan their travel behavior more generally, without regard to

specific point-to-point connections (designs). Considering the

relationships among planes , we would expect people to learn to

plan what to do in the world (plan plane) before learning how to

plan abstractly (plan-abstractions plane). We would expect

people to learn how to form meta-plans and make intelligent

executive decisions last of all (Cf., Soloway & Riseman , 1977).

Given the basic assumptions of the learning models cited

above , the model can also predict the nature of the abstract ,

higher-level planning knowledge that people should acquire from

particular pr ior planning experiences . For example , suppose an

individual made good use of the “go to the closest errand next”

strategy . The individual might have several experiences in which

succes sive app lications of this strategy lead to implicit spatial

clustering of the planned errands . This could provide a basis

for inducing a more general “clustering” scheme (Cf., Fikes , Hart

& Nilsson , 1972; F. Hayes-Roth, 1977).

Expertise. These considerations lead naturally to the

question of defining expertise. One of the most valuable results

we could obtain would be an understanding of why some peop le plan

well while others plan poorly. What makes an expert phinner?

The general issue of expertise has received considerable

attention, and some progress has been made toward characterizing

expertise in domains other than planning (Bhaskar & Simon , 1977;

Chase & Simon , 1973; Marp les , 1974; Simon & Simon , 1977; Reitman ,

1976). The proposed planning model provides a rich framework for
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modeling expert planning , suggesting several sources of expertise

as discussed below .

Expert planners probably use more levels of the planning

space . In accordance with the predicted order of acquisition

discussed above , experts probably use more abstract levels within

a plane and use more abstract planes in general. It seems

especially likely that experts would do more meta-p lanning and

make more sophisticated executive decisions than non-experts .

Previous studies of expert problem-solving behavior

provide some support for the latter conjecture . For example ,

Thorndyke and Stasz (personal communication) find that expert map

learners .~ystematically sample and rehearse the various regions

of a target map and intentionally focus on just those areas of

the map they have not yet mastered . While sampling strategies

vary among experts , all experts exhibit clearly defined

strategies. Several other studies (Bhaskar & Simon , 1977;

Marples , 19~ 4 ; Simon & Simon , 1977) suggest that the expert ’s

experience with a problem domain enables him to distinguish

between problems which he can solve simply by working bottom-up

from the initial conditions and those which require more complex

means-ends analysis. Thus , experts apply bottom-up strategies to

some problems and means-ends analysis to others . These results

suggest that expertise requires more than an ability to apply one

“correct ” or “optimal” executive control structure . Rather ,

expertise requires an ability to apply alternative executive

control structures as appropriate for a given problem .

- —~~~ — --— - --—-~~~•
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Expert planners also probably employ more specialists.

Given our hypothesis that they operate on more abstract levels of

the planning space , we expect experts to have certain top-down

specialists that non-experts do not have. In addition , expert

• planners probably have more powerful specialists. For example ,

they might have certain bottom-up specialists that produce

valuable innovations in their plans .

Expert planners probably excel in bringing knowledge to

bear on a developing plan. For example , they probably have more

accurate or more complete knowledge bases. These factors would

produce domain-specific planning experts rather than general

planning experts. Studies of chess and Go (Chase & Simon , 1973;

Reitman , 1976), showing that experts recognize more complex board

configurations than novices , support this conjecture . Experts

might also have more effective specialists for performing certain

computations on information in the knowledge base. Following

similar reasoning , Simon and Simon (1977) note the importance of

an expert physicist ’s superior algebraic and arithmetic skill.

I
Expert planners might also simulate execution of

tentative plans more accurately. Simon and Simon (1977) provide

some support for this conjecture . They suggest that an expert

physicist can represent a problem internally in terms of physical

relationships among objects . He then simulates the behavior of

these objects , as specified in the problem , to aid his other

problem-solving activity .

Finally, expe rt planners might excel in certain basic

- - - ______ 
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cognitive functions (Cf., Hunt , 1978). For examp le , expert

planners might have superior memory . One of the apparent

disadvantages of the opportunistic approach to planning is that

it places a burden on working  memory . Superior memory capaci ty

would l ighten this  burden for  exper ts .  In addition , expert

planners  mig ht have mo re f lexible  attentiona l processes , enabling

them to exploit the distributed activities assumed under the

proposed model ( C f . ,  Gopher & Kahneman , 1971; Kahneman , Ben-

Ishai , & Lotan , 1973; Keele , Nei l ] ., & deLemos , 1978).

Conclusions

In sun , the opportunistic model provides a comprehensive

framework for modeling planning and associated cognitive

processes . The model draws on earlier theoretical work from

cognitive , organizationa l , and computational domains . It

reinterprets the strongest points of the earlier models and

combines them with its own assumptions regarding multi-

directionality and opportunism in a heterarchical plan structure .

The resulting model represents a qualitatively new approach to

planning . It is a powerful model , flexible in the face of a

complex cognitive behavior , yet vulnerable to data . Finally , the

model provides a rich framework for studying control of plan

execution , the acquisition of planning skills and the development

of expertise.

- - _ _-
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